Automatic NOESY assignment in CS-RASREC-Rosetta.
We have developed an approach for simultaneous structure calculation and automatic Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) assignment to solve nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structures from unassigned NOESY data. The approach, autoNOE-Rosetta, integrates Resolution Adapted Structural RECombination (RASREC) Rosetta NMR calculations with algorithms for automatic NOE assignment. The method was applied to two proteins in the 15-20 kDa size range for which both, NMR and X-ray data, is available. The autoNOE-Rosetta calculations converge for both proteins and yield accurate structures with an RMSD of 1.9 Å to the X-ray reference structures. The method greatly expands the radius of convergence for automatic NOE assignment, and should be broadly useful for NMR structure determination.